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CHAPTER TWO 

日王ASA, LEGEND AND HISTORY 

Anne-Marie Blondeau 皿d Y onten Gyatso 

The history of the founding of Lhasa, the “Land of the Gods飞like
i:hat of many highly symbolic sites, is glo口ified in legend. Moreover, 
Western authors who were able to stay in the Holy Citγfor short 
periods in the 17th century, then in a more lasting way since the 
beginning of the 20血，have described it as the capital of Tibet since 
the 7th centurγ，accepting-and passing on, without real critical 
examination Tibetan tradit10n. Even Tibetologists, until the present 
day

》
have not been interested in the hi拭目γ of the city itself and, in 

spite of their knowledge of old documents, have implicitly tacked 
onto the site the Western concept of capital city, w口ting that in the 
7th century, Lhasa became the centre of political power. Yet, com 
parison of old documents, both Tibetan and Chinese, and the scanty 
information provided by the Tibetan historical and biographical lit
erature allow us, not to recount the true historγ of the city, but to 
at least reach a more accurate idea of l臼 origin in the 7出 centuη，
the nature of its prestige, and the vicissitudes it experienced up to 
the 17th century, when the Fifth Dalai Lama, having just』een
handed political power over Tibet, decided to make it the seat of 
his government. 

In 1938 39, a G盯man白吃pedition led by也e engineer and army 
officer Ernst Schaefer travelled from Sikkim to Lhasa, but because 
of its affiliation with the Nazi regime the story was ignored for 
decades. On the other hand, at the end of the Second World War 
the general public was given a view of everγday life in Lhasa, that 
of the Dalai Lama as well as that of his people, through the 缸naz
ing adventure of two Austrian mountain climbers, Heinricb江a盯er
and Peter Aufschnaiter. 

Escaped from a prison camp in India, they crossed 出e Himalayan 
barrier and after months of wandering on the high plateaux, reached 
Lhasa in 1946. The Fourteenth and still present Dalai Lama was 
then a young adolescent extremely curious about the world, and the 
two men won his confidence. A bond of real friendship developed 
between Heinrich Harrer and the young Dalai Lama. According to 
Sir Charles Bell himself, Harrer was the认「esterner who came closest 
to Tibetan society. He stayed more than five years in Lhasa and 
witnessed the beginning of the Chinese invasion. His book, Seven Years 
in Tzbe吗 published throughout the whole world

》
is出erefore exceptional. 

With Harrer ’s sto巧and the tragic turmng point that Tibet was
going to liv巳 through, part of the veil of mysterγ由at had shrouded 
the Land of Sn01 s w目击nally lifted. Everγday life in Tibet became 
an imaginable reality for all readers, and journalists took over from 
the explorers to speak in their columns of the dramatic events that 
took place on the Roof of 出e World from 1951. 

But while tl1e authors changed, the words and the 白吃pressiom for 
describing the country remained the s剧时， as if由e distinctive qual
ity of Tibet was to be found at the borders of dream and reality, 
of the visible and the invisible. As if it was this land so close to the 
gods that man had chosen to 白<press his fantasies, as出e great Italian 
Tibetologist and explorer, Giuseppe Tucci, put it: 

“Certainly, one cannot imagine a land more capable of putting 
man in touch with the eternal than this one Places e泪st where 
God, whatever the energy may be that we designate by出JS E且丑e,
has imprinted in an obvious way signs of his omnipotence, and the 
moor that stretches out at the foot of Kailash is one of them 
This plam looks like an immense temple which would have the 
mountains for columns, the sky击。r a vault and the earth for an 
altar.” 1G 

CHAPTER ONE 14 

To Begin With：刀ie Jo烛m哩

The founding of Lhasa is a仕口buted to the work of the自由t great 
historical Tibetan king-some say “emperor”－Songtsen Gampo (died
650). For Tibetans, he is the thirty－出ird heir to the throne in a 
divrne lineage: the自rst king was a god 出at had descended to a 
mountain in southern Tibet to become the soverei伊of the “black 
head” men, the Tibetans. In fact, the “kingdom” of these sovereigns
was confined to one pa口 of the Yarlung Valley, a southern tributary 

i
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16 ANNE-MARIE BLONDEAU AND YONTEN GYATSO 

of the Tsangpo,1 and was exposed to manoeuvres and attacks from 
surrounding principa且ties It was Songtsen G缸丑po ’s father, N amri
Songtsen, who, at the beginning of the 7th century, through his 
alliances and conquests, started the work completed by his son: the 
unification of Tibet. In particul町，just before his violent death-he 
w出 poisoned-he succeeded in annexing the Phen归I, a region whose 
boundaries at出e time are not well known but which included or 
a句oined the present site of Lhasa. Consolidating the acquisitions of 
his father through the same policy of alliances and conquests, Song· 
tsen Gampo soon established his empire Wlthin borders出at more 
or less remained those of Tibet until the 18th century Tibetan troops, 
in their cnnquering surge, subdued the Tuyuhun, a Turco Mongol 
kingdom of the Kokonor region, and struck 古巴ar into the young 
Chinese Tang dy口asty (founded in 618). The Tibetan kmg, like other 
“Barba口a时 ”，asked for an imperial princess in marriage and, indeed,
obtained one. 

The Tibetans, converted to Buddhism en mas,e between the 9th 
and 11th centu口es, turned this war epic四to a pious legend which 
erases the conquests and political work of Songtsen Gampo, in favour 
of a vast reconstruction of the whole dynastic period (7th-9由cen』

turies AD). Henceforth, Tibetan historians describe in the events 
and heroic deeds associated with their ancient坛卫gs, the implemen
ration of a divine plan, a veritable “programming'' of the conver
sion of Tibet. Songtsen Gampo, recognized as an emanation of the 
bu!Jiisa也G Avalokiteshvara,2 became the first k扣在according to Buddhist 
Law (cMg; e!, Skr. dlzarmar，叩α：） . Attributed to him 盯e the decision to 
create a Tibetan script to make possible the translation of Sanskrit 
canonical texts, the promulgation of the first code of laws-mod而

elled on the rules of Buddhist ethics -and the w迎to convert his 
subjects. So it is that the latter would have referred to him, no long盯

by the name under which he reigned-Tnsongtsen but by the epi 
出et "The Wise”，Songtsen Ganψo, under which he went down to
posterity. In this perspective, and for the history of Lhasa, the storγ 
of bis · marriages to岛reign princesses takes o江all 1臼 importance.3

' The Brnhmaput，飞in its lower course in India. 
' This badhuat也， is Tibet's protector, to whom tl1e Bud世1a p臼sing into m凹ana

would have enu刀stcd the , ·esr- cnsibility of converting the Land of Snows. 
' It ,s also necessa可to menaon the tradit,on quoted by some som·ces, accord

ing to 飞vhici1 the Tibetan sceipt and由e 且rst grammatical treatises were deveior,ed 
in the fortified encicsme, the rnyal residence, of Maru， 。r Marru, in Lhasa, where 
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The demoness who encompassed Tibet. On her heart 叭as built theJokhang 
temple of Lhasa. Drawing by Tenzin, 1970. By kind permission of!. Martin 

du Gard. 

The Legend 

King Songtsen Gampo, aware of his sacred mission, knew that he 
would need, as helpers in his work of conversion, protective statues 

the king would have stu<hed and Completely mastered t,em Some Western a口 thors
have suggested the identifica包on of由is place witl1 a temple built late, in Lhasa, 
Meru Lh动也四g （且akha哩 meaning 'temple”）. But, in addition to由e terminology 
clearly ,eferring to a α世1, not a religious, b山］ding, it is tempting to connect this 
reference to another, set out by 。tl,er Tibetan historians, asserting tl1at Songtsen 
Gampo, at the beginning of his ,eign, built a “palace” 怡had,·a，创on Ma甲ori （“Red
Mountain"), the steep hill whe,e tl1e Potala was built. This t.-aciition is perhaps tl1e 
echo of a genuine fact; howevee, it is not certain出at tl1e term ／拙的G唔 should be 
taken in its l时er sense of a laege sei伊iorial building (rather由an palace), and not 
in an old sense cc先，ring only to a place of ce.sidence of a holder of由e lineage. 
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that were particularly holy. He began by miraculously obtai出丑g a 
statue of Avalokiteshvara in his eleven四headed form, which, after 
having many wonders attributed to it, to this day remains one of 
the effigies most venerated by Tibetans. Then he asked for, in mar
riage, in turn, two Buddhist princesses, whom he knew to be ema
nations of two forms of the female Buddha of compassion, Tara, the 
Sa飞riour: the Nepalese king’s daughter, Bhrikuti, famous among
Tibetans』y the name Be/za (the Nepalese Wr旬，and the Chinese 
emperor's daughter, Wencheng, known as Gya扭（the Chinese Wife). 
In the dowrγthat each sovereign then gave his daughter, was a 
statue whose origin went back to the Buddha himself: the Nepalese 
princess brought that of the Buddha at the age of eight years, known 
by the name of Mikyo D。可已，while the Chinese prince臼 was given 
the effigy representing the Buddha at the age of twelve, from then 
on venerated under the name of Jowo, the Lord. Both were received 
by the King in Lhasa and, soo口， each prince臼 wanted to build a 
temple to accommodate the statue出at she had brought. The Chinese 
Wife built hers at the place where the chariot carηing the Jowo 
had stopped, unable to go further: this was the Ramoche （“Great
Enclcsure”）， whose entrance opens towards the East，皿出e direc
tion of China, to evoke, it is said, the memorγof this princess’ native
count叮As for the Nepalese Wife, she did not have the knowledge 
of astrology and geomancy necessarγto choose the appropriate site. 
In spite of her reluctance,4 she was obliged to ask the Chinese Wife 
to make the astrological calculations. The answer was that she had 
to build her temple O旦出e Milk Plain Lake, Othang. Thinking that 
this ad叽ce was probably inspired by jealousy, the Nepalese Wr业
went to the king. 

Through foreknowledge, the king knew what the divinatorγcal 
culations had revealed to his Chinese wife: the land of Tibet was 
like the body of a demoness lying on her back, her heart was si阳m

ated at出e lo canon of the Milk Plain Lake whose water represented 
blood. Now, the conversion of Tibet could not take place unless this 

Be由at as it may, Macpcri does not play a pact in the founding legend of Lhasa, 
implying that t ,e 趴so plac口 wece cleady distinguished. Moreo、er, they were situ』

ated rr me than a kilometce from each otl1er and, even at the beginning of the 20由
cent飞町， the British of tl1e y。unghusband ex严dition (19C剖， mounting tl1ei, ent可
into L ,asa, described successively their passage in front of the Potala, then, about 
a mde furLI1e,, crossmg the c,ty gate. 

' To enliven the sto町， sources made use of a nvahγbetween the two wwes 

l
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creature was immobilized. To do this, Songtsen Gampo undertook 
the construction of twelve temples, which, like natls, had to缸the
joints, forming the image of three concentric squares: shoulders and 
且ips, elbows and knees, wrists and ankles.5 This left the heart, the 
vital centre for Tibetans. The king reassured his Nepalese wife, 
confirmed that the temple must indeed be erected at this location, 
and the work of filling m也e lake began. Goats were used to carrγ 
the earth and stones, which would expl且n出e mitial name of t』e
temple and Lhasa's自rst known toponyr口 Rasa，“Land ( or Place) of 
the Goats" 6 Each princess had skilled craftsmen come from her 
native countrγto build and decorate her temple and the Jowo was 
installed in the Ramoche while the Mikyo Dorje was placed in the 
Rasa temple. When the king visited the latter, he found it so beau 
tiful that he exclaimed “It is a miraculous apparition (Triilnang)!" 
whence comes the n田口e given to the building, Miraculous Apparition 
Temple of Rasa (Rasa Trillnang Tsulagkhang). 

Converted in their turn, it is said that the three Tibetan wives of 
Songtsen Garnpo also had temples』uilt in the more-or同less imme
diate neighbourhood, one building hers much further away, at Yerpa 
in the present day Phenpo. The latter was the site of places, laid 
out in tiers, where the principal actors in the conversion of Tib时，
beginning Wl出Songtsen Garηpo, meditated and made retreats. 

For the common people, the King and his wives died like everγ 
human. Those of great spirituality saw them absorbed into the statue 
of the eleven-headed Avalokiteshvara. Just before her disappearance, 
the Chinese Wife warned the Royal Councillors出at they must move 
the Jowo from the Ramoche to the Miraculous Appa口tion Temple 
and hide rt behind a partition upon which they would paint the 
image of the bodh1Jattva Manjush口And so this became the final 
home of the Jowo, the Jokhang the “House of the Lord”j 

' Located on a map, the muηes of these temples the hst of wh,ch 盹 moceovec,
unstable-do n。t come close to foπ丑皿g由e ideal figuce sugg白ted and it is neces 
＇＂＇γto take this outline for what it is, the symbol of the expansion of the empice 
and that of the subsecvience of the native beliefs to the new Buddhist ocder. 

" Even today, sheep and goats serve as pack animals. A goat can be seen sculpted 
on the wall of a chapel in tl,e Jokhang, as a mack, it is S缸id, of gra,itude fo, these 
animals. 

' Anotl1er tradition, which appeacs to』e moce rntional, says that the trnnsfec 
took place during由e minority of Songtsen Gampo’s son, when a Chinese army 
was approachmg_ Lhasa and there w出 a rnmouc that ,t was commg to ceccvec the
statue and tale ,t back to China. 
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Histnrical Elements 

This beautiful story, probably constructed down t』rough the cen
turies, only appeared in its elaborated version in the middle of the 
11th century at the earliest, and more probably a centurγlater, in 
some “treasure texts”， a genre still much debated today.8 To trγto 
work out an elusive h1stori四l reality, it is necessarγto turn to con 
temporarγdocuments of, if not Lhasa’s founding, at least the royal 
era. Unfortunately, there are few of these in Tibetan (sketchy man
uscripts and edicts wri忧en on stone-pillars), while Chinese sources 
somellmes present interpolations or chronological confusion. 

Songtsen Gampo was born 且ot far from the Lb臼a pl副n, in Gy田丑鸟

a small valley formed by a left tributarγof the k严chu （出e Lhasa River), 
about fifty kilometres upstream.' The marriage of the king to a 
Nepalese princess has been put in doubt because it is not mentioned 
in any old documents, Tibetan or Nepalese. It is plausible, however, 
since the king of Nepal→－a name that referr时，at由e time, only to 
the Kathmandu Valley p缸d tribute to the Tibetan lcing. On the 
other hand, the sending of a Chinese prince臼 as the wife of the 
king and her arrival皿Tibet in 641 are con直rmed by both Chinese 
sources and an old Tibetan manuscript. Unfortunately, this manu
script says nothing about the place where the princess was received. 
The Chinese sources identify this princess in a less prestigious way 
th,m the Tibetan accounts like to do: she was simply one of the 

. imp百王al princesses who formed a kind of reserve from which they 
could pa臼 one off as a daughter of the Emperor to satisfy也e request 
of a “Barba口出1” However, the Chinese documents contradict each 
other on the e汉istence of walled towns or villages in Tibet at this 

• This is a geme of texts disccedited by a ?" d numbcc of Tibetan authocs. The
“tee坦ure-texts” would have been hidden dunng the roγal era m ordec to be redi.s
Covered at the appropriate time by predestined beings. 

”The top of this 飞alley, oriented roughly north-south, is connected by a high 
pass 川th another valley that opens onto the site of Samye一由e酝st Tibetin 
monaste可 on 出e banks of the Tsangpo, which one crosses to quickly get down
stream to the Yadung Valley, crscl!e of the monacchy. This place of birth confirms, 
it seems, that Songtsrn Gampo ’s h出er indeed achieved the annexation of tl1is 
region near L旧叫 >t can easily be imagined出at the Lhasa pl础， once controlled
whe町， acr。rding to some Tibetan histonans, there were at也e time mountain pas
tures and woods of vario旧 specie「-provided a place of deployment如出e royal 
C勾刀p much more satisf汪ctorγ血an 由e narrow Gyama Valley. It 毛坦 also a stra飞，＿
g,ca!ly important place, commanding at th, same time 也e k严

iehu Valley and that 
of Tolung to出e west 
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time. For some, Songtsen Gampo would have decided to build his

Chinese wife a palace surrounded by a wall and modem Chinese
authors see this 臼 the Ramoche, the temple erected to accom��：
date the statue brought from China. And yet, according to some
presumption鸟this temple would have been butlt only at the time of
出e second Chin白：＿e princess given in marriage to a Tibetan king n
710. Other old Chmese documents, describing Tibetan customs, a目ert
that出e kings lived皿a large tent capable of holding a h卢nd时
people, and moved often. This description seems more likely to be
true. It is therefore difficult to believe that even a village existed on

由e site of Lhasa when Songtsen Gampo's Chinese wife arrived.
Nevertheless, in several Buddhist edic臼engraved on stone-pillars,
promulgated by this king’s successors, the Miraculous Apparition
(Triilna口g) Temple of Rasa is always mentioned among the temples
he is credited with founding.

Lhasa让 Names

And so, the丑rst known name for the site is Rasa.10 It must be noted 
however, that this name a即ears in the Tibetan annals O均in 710: 
with the mention由at the l军ing (T口de Tsugtsen) recei飞／εd his Chinese 
m白e, Jin 
the Stag's Wood of Rasa. The ob飞nous meaning of this term is 
e促ctively “land (or place) of the goa臼

” and the Tibetans--fond of 
etymologizing a posteriori, made easy by this monosyllabic language 
where homophones are numerous-were able tn自nd in it one of 
the constituent elements of the legend’s development But the name 
could also be a contracted form of the expre 臼ion 甩出e sa which 
means "place surrounded by a wall”， one would then understand 
the late appe町ance of the toponym, at a time when, undoubtedly, 

由e h但raculouf Apparition Temple and z臼 outbuildings were sur
rounded by a叭enclosing wall.11 (At出e beginning of the 20th cen
tu可the C即of L�asa still retained the remains of a wall with doo白

Be that 出 it may,' the rare mentions of the S由 continue to call it 
K出a; it is only in the text of the treaty signed between China and 

二

'" Nowhere in the old dccuments is mention made of a toecnym which, even 
distorted, could conjure up出at of tl1e M让K Plain of later sources. 

" Until now, the monastic complex of Samye founded in由e midcl!e of the 8th 
centu町， as weU as moce ,ecent monastene,, is enclosed m this way 
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Tibet in 822, text engraved on a stone-p让lar that has remained 
through the centuries, that the n田m of Lhasa Land (or Place) of 
the Gods一appears for the first time. But does this n固而 refer to a 
town, whatever its size? In fact, even later Ti』etan documents are 
clear on this point: Lhasa formerly referred only to the temple of 
the Jowo; it was therefore the Place Where the God Resides. 

Confirmahon is found in也e expression adopted by a historian 
recounting the transfer of the Jowo statue, which w出

＂invited to go 
from the Ramc che to the Lhasa" These two temples are sometrmes 
called “the two temples of the Lords’飞出e two Jokhangs, because
the statue of the Mikyo Dorje Buddha is also known as the Little 
Lord, and, more convrnci吨，one finds them also called 气he two 
Lhasas” 

This transformation of the toponym from Rasa to Lhasa ·is 
indicative of the profound transformation brought about by the adop町

lion of Buddhism. With time, names that are more and more glo 
rious will be given to the temple of the Jowo. But, above all, its 
influence will be such that it will impose 1ts name on the town 
formed around 1t, and even on the region, which, sanctified m也at
way, will trnly be the “Land of the Gods" So, a pious description 
of the holy place of Y erpa , foch is击。und about thirty kilometres 
north of Lhasa can state: “Lhasa is the vital axis of Tibet. The vital 
a且s of Lhasa is Y erpa If the chorten of Y erpa is not destroyed, 
Buddh吐sm 叭;ill always remai旧 in Lhasa." 

From Songtsen G田中o to 也 Fall qf也 Monar，哟

The historγof Lhasa remains just 国 obscure during this era Among 
the old documents, Tibetan annals provide invalua』le information 
on the sovereigns' way of life Far from being settled, with the con 
solidation of the empire, they moved aero臼 their territorγ3仕om sum
m盯 residences to winter residences. Among the places mentioned 
from now on, the Lhasa Valley appears: the king meets the Council 
there several times, he holds a court of justrce there, but without 
any particular pre『eminence being accorded to this residence. Yet, 
it is at Lhasa that King Tride Tsugtsen (reigned 712…755)-known 
in later tradition by the nickname of “Bearded Ancestor" (Me 
Atshom) receives the second Chinese princess, Jincheng. From 
Chinese sources, we learn that the e口ti目aries from China met the 
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king in his tent, the impressiveness of which they described; it was 
found in Ofen countrγ， at the centre of a large encampment con 
sisting of three lines of ten臼It is difficult to decide if出1s repre
sented出e king’s usual form of residence, or a military encampment.
We should not think, however，也at all Tibetans lived in tents and 
did not know about stone buildings: recent archaeological excava 
吐ons prove the existence of various可pes of housing from the palae
olithic period and, later, Tibetan military architecture produced 
impre臼ive monuments which show a masteηof construction tech 
niques that are undoubtedly very old. But, at this tir肘， the most 
reliable documents do not mention the e泪stence of a叫丑age around 
the two temples of Lhasa. 

For later tradition in any case，出e interest remains focused on 
由e sta阳e of the Jowo and the temple that houses it. It tells how 
由e princess Jincheng, as soon 出 she arrived in Lhasa, wanted to 
visit the Ramoche temple constructed by her “aunt", the princess 
Wencheng Not finding the Jowo statue there, she went to the 
Miraculous Appa口tion Temple and, seeing through he1 fore
knowledge where it had been hidden, she took it out, placed it in 
出e centre of the temple and established the cult which it has been 
honoured 』y ever smce. But the statue had to experience new vicis
situd臼 While the son of Me Atshom, Trisong Detsen (reigned from 
755 to 797巧，was st山too young to rule, the kingdom was governed 
by ministers hostile to Buddhism; they decided to get rid of the 
statue by sending it back to China. Though they called for more 
and more porters, up to a thousand men according to one version, 
they could not move the statue beyond a place near the temple and 
they decided to bury it in the sand But calantities rained down upon 
the country and the soothsayers who were consulted revealed出at
the cause of these troubles w出 the burγing of the sta阳e; it was then 
dug up and taken to the Nepal borde1, whence the king, upon com
ing of age, had it brought back. (The illogicality of this sto町，where
the second move seems to pose no problem, does not bother the 
Tibetan chroniclers') Finally, when the last king of the lineage, Lang 
Danna (reigned from 836 to 842η，persecu臼r of Buddltism accord
ing to later tradition, decided to abolish this religion in Tibet, he 
ordered出at由e two temples of Lhasa be turned into stables or even 
出丑ma! slaughter houses The lay f白白ful again hid the two statues, 
this time under their respective thrones. 

If we come back to the more reliable old documents, we can 
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conclude that, during all of the royal era, Lhasa is not considered 
to be the seat of government. Some longs b山ld “palaces” elsewhere,
where they prefer to reside: Drakmar near Samye, and Onchangdo 
much down river仕om Lhasa, to口te only the most也mous. Never
theless, a monastic community must have existed in Lhasa from the 
time of Trisong Detsen, smce it is there that three religious for
eigners-the Chinese Mahayana and the two Indians, Shantarakshita 
and Padmasambhava who, for later tradition, shaped Tibetan 
Buddhism, were first directed. However, their丑rst meeting 明白白e
long did not take place at Lhasa, but at Drakmar 

Nevertheless, the speer且c importance of Lhasa is assured from this 
period; proof of this lies in the fact that it was the site chosen to 
erect at least two engraved stone pill缸S 由at have come down to us: 
one in front of the present Potala, car巧ing an edict of Trisong 
Detsen in praise of a faithful minister, the other in front of the 
J okhang, car巧ing the Tibetan and Chinese text of the peace treaty 
concluded between Tibet and China in 822. Finally, when the sa皿e
Trisong Detsen, ordering his subjec臼 to convert, built, at Samye, 
the first Tibetan monastery-thus renewing and consolidating也e
founding action of his ancestor Songtsen Gampo he had an order 
engraved on a stone-pillar still present at Samye. This order 也at
worship and offerings at the Miraculous Apparition Temple and at 
his newly founded monasterγnever be interrupted· shows that he 
accorded these two monuments the s缸ne s严nbolic value. It is there 
fore indisputable that, from the royal era, the J okhang is considered 
the centre and guarantor of this new Buddhist order desired by the 
sovereigns. It is this temple which gives Lhasa its importance, impor 
tance that has not declined to this day and which is expressed in 
the symbolism of the heart of the demoness that had to忱subju
gated in order to substitute there the verγheart of Buddhist Tibet 

The questron remains as to what reasons could have led to the 
choice of precisely this site for the erection of this S归口bolic build币

ing. It is clear that in the territorial division of the Tibetan empi町，
based on the organization of the arr丑y corps int。 “wings’＇ ， or encamp 
ments, the Lhasa Valley belonged to the Central Wing, Urn, a vast 
area that went, roughly, from Phenpo in the north to Yarlung in 
the south. This notio口 of central part of the te口咀orγhas survived 
in the classic desigoation of U，“centre, middle气which we render 
by “central province” In this area, the Lhasa plain was the largest 
open place and constituted an important strategic point since 1t com-
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manded three important routes: the route fr om the south along the 
lower course of the Kyichu, more accessible than the high pass of 
the Gyama Valleγ，the route from the e国t and the north-east along 
the upper course of the Kyichu; and the route from the north-west, 
』y way of the Tolung Valley. The site could be defended，且mally,
by fortifications erected on the two hills bloclcing its access from the 
west: Marpori and Chakpon as they are known today. One can then 
suppose that吐出verγrepresentation of the territorγdictated the 
construction of the temple at its strategic centre. 

Lha_，龟 Rel告i，町 Cit:y f如k-17，的 αn阳ries)

It must be emphasized 出at during this period, which extends from 
the fall of the monarchy to the accession of the Fifth Dalai Lama, 
the centre of political power is not yet situated in Lhasa. At the 
death of the last long, Lang Darma, his two sons divided the empire 
between themselves and Lhasa went to one of them; but, as has 
been pointed out，吐:us version comes from much later authors who 
also report revolts by the subjects and fratricidal conflicts, without 
indicating the fate of Lhasa. In reality, the thread of historγis taken 
up again only at the beginning of the 11th centu町，when Buddhism 
again blo臼oms, this time permanently. What had been the power
ful Tibetan empire then finds itself split up into an autonomous lcing
dom tha℃ covers the western pro咽nces, and, in the centre and the 
east, principalities of which little is known. In this political vacuum, 
we see出e gradual grow由of influence of eminent religious晶gures
who e叮叮出e protection of local lords, receive gifts of land and 
gain wealth, they found powerful monasteries that are at the origin 
of the schools of Tibetan Buddhism and that gradually, gaining 
strength as they expand throughout the country, are going to com 
pete with the civil power. These monaste口es are also going to enter 
into conflict among themselves to establish their hegemony. Some 
will succeed with outside help from the Mongol descendants of 
Genghis Khan: the Sakyapa in the 13th centu町，出e Phagtno Drupa 
in the 14th centurγ These will nominal！γretain the title of longs of 
Tibet up to the 17th century but their power was Leing destroyed 
by the rise in power of the governors出国也可had appointed in 
Rinpung, in Tsang Province, west of the central province of Lhasa. 
According to which monastic power is dominant, the “capital” can 
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be said to move: Sakya in Tsang; then Ne'udong Monaste巧，seat
of the Phagmo Drupa, and the tow丑of Tsethang which is asso口同
ated with it, where the Yarlung Valley opens out. 

The City qf Uasa and 出 Inh,hi扭曲

From the royal era onwards, we know出at temples were founded 
around the two “Residences of the Lords’飞It is probable由at a 
tow丑was built up gradually around these prestigious monuments, 
accommodating the craftsmen who worked on their improvements 
and modi且canons and, when the pilgrimage to the Jokhang became 
the goal of everγTibetan, attracting the trade that goes hand in 
hand with everγplace of pilgrimage: the sale of incense, butter for 
the lamps, ceremonial scarves, construction of inns for由e p丑grims,
and so on. But while the number of temples and mon出teries inside 
the town increased considera』ly with time, the town itself seems 
never to坦ave had a great expansion. In 1904, the Bntish officers 
were surprised by its s?'all size and its di由ness; they estimated 
the population at 30,000 inhabitmts, of whom 20,000 were mo叶。！
They delivered a terse assessment claiming that the inhabitants of 
Lhasa were counted ‘＇in monks, m women, and in dogs叫For them, 
women numbering in the m句ority was explained by，目nong other 
reasons，由e mon出tic celibacy embraced by the men. The predom
inance of women, in any case, had to be a permanent feature of 
the town, as an oral tradition from Amdo, the north-eastern province 
of Tibet, attributes it to revenge taken by the famous minister Gar.12 
His power had become too great and was seen as a由reat to Songtsen 
Gampo, who exiled him to Amdo where he became blind. But Gar 
was the only one who knew how to b回ld the J okhang. An emissarγ 
of the !ting drew the necessarγinformation from him by tricke町，
but缸1ally realizing the deception, Gar gave false advice: it was nec
ess町γ to place at the top of the temple thereby dominating the 
Jowo, which is on the ground floor-the image of the feminine deity 
Palde口 Lhamo, which they did This is the reason \vhy the women 
of Lhasa “have the汀head higher than the men” ｜ 

There also appeared early on a not-inconsiderable colony of Newar 

"This m皿istec of Songtsrn G缸npo is considmd to have played a dete,τnining 
r。le thrnugh his intelligence and skill in tl,e Chinese and Nepalese marriages of也e
king. 
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craftsmen and Chi才1ese and Kashmiri merchants, the latter being 
Muslims It is difficult to be precise about the size of this colony 
and even the composition of the population of Lhasa at the time 
we are interested in- the documents say nothing about this. Civilian 
life does not concern the Tibetan historiographers, only religious his
tory holds their a忧ention. Lhasa is often cited in the hagiographies 
of personages who put their mark on this religious history; we learn 
of the retrea臼 they made there, the teachings they gave there, 
the r臼torations or improvements they made to出e Jokhang and the 
works they sponsored for the reinforcement of the dykes on the 
Kyichu. The latter is an activity由at can appear to be a civil work 
but which, it will be seen, has a religious goal. 

The E由 ef郎 Jo陆吨

The fall of the monarchy with the a田a目ination of the last king, 
Lang Da口na, in the middle of the 9th centu町，marks an era of 
trouble and civil war: power is broken up 阻d, consequen吐y per
haps, for a pe口od of more than a centurγwe have no contempo
rary document. Later historians give contradictory information on 
the preservation of Lhasa's two temples. According to one of the 
more trustworthy, they were left in a state of neglect and tecame 
the lair of beggars who transformed all the chapels into kitchens 
whose smoke completely blackened the holy images. It is only at the 
end of the l l出 centurγ由at a religious直伊re by the name of Zanskar 
the Translator" would have, with the help of a local headman, 
returned the building to its original purpose: he built houses outside 
for the beggars；也四，ha:飞往ng kept his armed men out of sight, he 
lured the 』eggars outside by offe口ng them a feast, with a distribu 
tion of alms; meanwhile出e soldiers took p。因ess10n of the premises. 
He erected new statues, includi卫g the guardian deities of the doors. 

认「hen Atisha-the Indian saint who is one of the principal arcm
tee臼of the revival of Buddhism，自rst m western Tibet where he 
arrived in 1042-went to central Tibet (where he died in 1054) he 
did not stay in Lhasa, but well down-river, at Nyeth皿g His biographies 
recount that, invited to Lhasa by one of his disciples, he saw仕om

n Born in Zanskac, a 古betan ccgion in n。，th-west India, hence his name, he 
w臼 a disciple of Gampcpa (1079斗153), the founder d出e Kagyupa school. 
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a distance a great light emanating from出e Jokhang and he wanted 
to know the historγof tl1is temple. （.占10出er version says that he 
was received by a咄ite man who w臼 none other出an Avalokiteshvara 
and that, seeing the excellence of the images and tbe buildings, he 
asked the historγof the cons甘uction.) No one was able to explain 
this history to him, which leaves us to assume, if t』e anecdote is 
supported by genuine facts，由at the temple actually came to be 
neglected. It is then that an old woman known as “the holy mad
woman of Lhasa" but in reality of supernatural essence, prophesied 
that he would find this historγm a pillar of the temple, decorated 
with tree leaves. Atisha discovered the text，“Testament of Songtsen 
Gamp。”，and had it copied by his disciples. Till today，吐吐s "trea
sure text"-whose authent1ci可seems questionable to叭lester卫schol
ars has remained one of the principal sources on which Tibetan 
historians rely for the life of Songtsen Gampo and the construction 
of the temples of Lhasa. It is said that Atisha stayed for some time 
at Lhasa to teach and preach 

If we忱lieve the same author cited above, after the forced takeover 
that restored the Jokbang to a place of worship, there were击。ur
monks who established or re』established a community m由e tem
pie. (These four were among the first monks of central Tibet ordained 
after the fall of the monarchy；，也ey had sought ordination in Amdo 
where the monastic tradition had survived) But towards the middle 
of the 12th centu叩，discord arose between the congregations formed 
around two of them; armed troops fought in the temple itself, which 
was devastated. A disciple of Gampopa, Gompa Tsultrim Rinchen 
(1116 1162), intervened as mediator and he restored the temple, 
moving the statue of the Jowo from a soutl1ern chapel where it had 
been placed to the ccntral chapel (its pr臼ent location). He entrusted 
the two temples of Lhasa to the care of one of his disciples, known 
as Gunthang Lama Zhang (l l 23 1193) from the name of the 
monastery of Tsel Gunthang which he founded.14 This monasterγ 
will be encountered again when we take up the questiqn of politi-
cal power in Lhasa. \ 

It would』e tedious to note d出e references to叫OU卢ns by holy 
personages in Lhasa: the offerings to the two “Lords飞tbe sermons, 
the retreats, the叽sions of the Jowo, the teachings he delivers in per-

'" This monaste可is situated about fifteen kil町丑etr臼 east of Lh且a叮 it高 name可 in
位ct, mciudcs n》o drntmct monastenes see below p 31 
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son, are recurrent. Sim1larly, comments abound on the improve
men阻，出e adornmen臼。他red to the statue, the restoration (and 
r白tructurin纠，sometimes after the由tue had shed real tears of sad 
ness at the state of neglect of its residence History has also kept the 
memorγof particularly munificent personages: kings of Purang, in 
western Tibet, who had a golden roof erected on the chapel of the 
Jowo; reiigious hierarchs who offered a canopy of gold above the 
statue, monumental butter lamps of gold, and so on. When these 
scattered references are put together, an image of contrast is formed 
of the fate of the principal temple and, CJnsequently, the town: 
moments of splendour and religious activity when a powerful patron 
took 1t under his protection, momen臼 of near abandonment in peri
ods of political trouble and internal wars. 

Cons阳tion and Main阳回ice of 血与ke.1

The over丑owing of the Kyichu in the flat plain of Lhasa must have 
presented a permanent danger judging by the care given through
out history to the construction and reinforcement of dykes. Tcrlay, 
drainage works have been conducted but at the beginning of the 
20th century, the British described a marshy teπain, traces of which 
are found in some of the toponyms given to the Lhasa plain by later 
historians. Because of the shape and nature of 出 ground surface, 
Tibet is subject to river丑ocding that 1s particularly spectacular and 
devastating; a proverb takes account of this and counsels： “Before 
the water ar口ves, b回ld dykes; be击。re the accident occurs (caused by 
demon时perform an exorcism” To this wor町，shared by all白白r
compatriots, the inhabitants of Lhasa added another: the oral tra
dition said that if water were to overrun Lhasa-which must be 
understood here as the Jokhang-the statue of the Jowo would be 
taken by the water deities into their subterranean residences This 
is why they took great care to maintain the dykes. Until recent times, 
each year, the last day of the Great Prayer (of which we shall speal三
further), the monks of Drepung and Sera monasteries have 臼sem
bled on the river ba烛，reinfo、rced the dykes using rocks←p丑es of 
which were always waiting由ere, having been gathered from the 
river bed m出e世y season-and recited prayers and ritual wishes 
to remove tbe danger of floodmg. 

As always in Tibet, these works in the public mterest have as their 
proclaimed aim the protection of the Buddhist doctrine, in吐iis case 
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represented by the two Jokhang temples, and出ey are justi且ed by 
prophecies att口ibuted to the earliest participan臼in the conversion of 
Tibet. The且rst of these was Songtsen Gampo: his instructions on 
出e merits gained by acts of worship made at the temple of Rasa, 
by its restoration and by the mamtenance of the dykes》 would have 
been put in wηting and hidden in various places in the temple. He 
would have also left to his son, in oral testament, the order to C町ry
on the worship of 也e holy images and to maintain the dykes: the 
offerings and prayers addressed to them would assure the realizat10n 
of all the wishes of Tibetans. Then, because in由e future it would 
be necess田γ to repair the damage done during floods, he ordered 
沁m to hide the nece臼arγwealth as “treasures" The prince assem 
bled much wealth and hid it in the temple, pronouncing the vows 
出at would make the treasures be discovered by the beings predes
tin巳d for them. Innumerable prophecies are also attributed to the 
Master Padmasambhava who, at the time of Trisong Detsen, accord
ing to tradition, subdued the native deities-thus permitting the con
struction of Samye--and introduced tantric Buddhism. He is the 
central figure of the school of The Anc自由（Nyingmapa) and the 
initiator of the tradition of “treasure texts". One of these prophe 
口es foretells, to the king, the end of his line and the E剖I of the 
dynasty. Then, tl1e internal struggles among Tibetans will disturb the 
supernatural powers and, for this reason, tl1e elements will be disturbed: 
one day, Lhasa will be destroyed by water, and Samye by fire; 
(several且res have in fact ravaged Samye). It is necessarγ，therefore, 
to ma.int缸n the dykes built by Songtsen Gampo. 

It is not surprising that among the most active in the maintenance 
of the dykes one自nds the religious自gures who are the verγones 
who brought to light all these “treasure texts” ， of whrch a good num 
ber would have been hidden，出 we have seen, in the J okhang i臼elf.
This 甘adition preserves出e memory of a list of masters who dis
tinguished themselves in this work, sometimes in an original way: 
one of them, at the end of the 12由centurγ（for one later author, 
he would be at the origin of the dykes protecting theJokh阳g) would 
have used his magic powers to make rocks fly through t斗e缸r and 
be put down at night on the banks of the k严chu where the/astounded 
population of Lhasa found them in the morning. (These rocks were 
from the mountain called Yarlha Sh缸刀po, above the Y arlung Valley 
to which it gives its name; it is also the “god of the territorγ”， yiil
L旬，for the dynasty.) Once it is known出at出is master was the son 
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of the first recognized reincarnation of Trisong Detsen, this fantas
tic account takes on a different significance: it revitalizes the sub
mission of the ancient monarchy to Buddhism. Probably more 
trustworthy is the 』10graphy of the mast盯 Zhikpo Lingpa, a famous 
discoverer of “treasure texts” Written by his disciple, this biography
a臼erts that in 1554 Zhikpo Lingpa built a temple in Lhasa in order 
to remove the danger of floods. What became of this temple, which 
is not otherwise mentwned, is not known. But the care of the restora
tion of the temples and the maintenance of the dyk巳s was not the 
sole prerogative of the Nyingmapa school; one comes acro田 similar
accounts in the biographies of masters of other schools In particu而

lar, the Kagyupa school, which stemmed from the teachings of the 
great mystic and poet Milarepa, showed itself to be verγactive. Let 
us recall由at Zansk盯也e Translator, the first restorer of the Lhasa 
temples remembered by h1sto町，belonged to this school, as well as 
Tsultrim Rinchen, who settled the quaπels between the monastic 
communities by entrusting the care-that is to say the ownership→ 

of the temples to his disciple, Lama Zhang 

ηie Suwssiie M町ters ef !Jw.，α and its Regi, , 

We have noted the tradition according to which Lhasa came under 
the rule of one of Lang Darma's sons (and then his descendants). 
Here again, more reliable inforr丑ation appears only at the time of 
the second diffusion of Buddhism The自rst restorer of the Jokhang, 
Zanskar出e Tra口 slator, carried out the exp吐sion of beggars from 
the temple 、吐出 the support of a lay headman and his troops; but 
while historγhas recorded the name of this headman, Dolchung 
Korpon, m other respec臼 nothing is known Was he the local lord? 
This seems plausible but we cannot be sure. Verγquickly, in any 
case, power over the region is going to pa臼 into the hands of the 
descendants of Lama Zhang. 

To insure出e protection and operation of Lhasa’s two temples, 
Lama Zhang founded first the monasterγof Tse! (1175) and then 
that of Gunthang (1187).15 The sources do not provide a comple忧

" Late. soums combme them m a smgle teem Tse! Gunthang，由 mclicaten
above, without it being verγcleac if Tse! "fees hm to the m。nasterγor the pcin 
cipality; Lama Zhang’s pchtical succcssocs and spiritual heics wecc actually called 
Tsd-pa，“出ose of Tse!”，whmas tloe monaste町of Guntl,ang was出c more import阳t
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picture, but it must be assumed that Tse! already formed a small 
principality east of Lhasa because, at the time of his death, Lama 
Zhang handed over possession of the two temples to his spiritual 
son and factotum who, at the same time, was chosen as political 
head of Tse!. His successors, who also held political and religious 
power, gradually e叩anded由eir territo町，until they dominated吐1e
whole Lhasa region. The “double" mon出tery of Tse! Gun出ang blos
somed to an extraordmary extent, thanks to the activity of z臼 learned
masters and it became one of the口chest in Tibet. On the political 
level, the heads of Tse! e时oyed出e也vour of Khubilai Khan and 
for a time出eir power rivalled that of the Sakyapa, with whom出ey
allied themselves when the Sakyapa became the representatives of 
the Mongol authority in Tibet.叭／hen the great statesman Changchub 
Gyeltsen (1302 1364) entered into conflict wi白白e Sakyapa to impose 
the power of the Phagmo Drupa, Tse! mamtamed it's alliance and 
its power fell wi出that of the Sakyapa; the monasterγlost the m句or
ity of its lands and declined. 

Changchub Gyeltsen, m出ter of T1b时，substituted his administra
tion for that of the Mongols and instituted a new territorial也vision
under the authority of governors of local丑ortresses. Lhasa and its 
region passed into the jurisdiction of one of his loyal followers whom 
he named governor of the fortress of Ne!, a little down-river from 
Lhasa. Although these governors were appointed theoretically for 
only three years，之his one managed to stay in charge and turn it 
into a hereditarγ如但om which his descendants held on to, with the 
title of Governors of Ne!, up to the end of the 15th century. At吐us
poi时，they lost their power by the s田ne mechanism that had launched 
their rise 

In Tsang Province, the governor of the fortress of Rinpung had 
followed吐1e s缸ne path as had the governors of Ne!: taking the name 
of the dist口ct that he was charged with administering, he established 
a hereditarγfiefdom, taking advantage of the weakening of Phagmo 
Drupa power caused by problems of succession and internal conflict. 
At the end of the 15th century, the princes of Rinpung were de 
facto masters of Tsang Province and a good part of the central 
province. At this tim飞political conflict W出 doubled by A fierce 
rivalrγbetween two powerful religious schools: a branch of the 
Kagyupa, the Karma Kagyupa, whose principal monastery, Tsurphu, 
was situated about日ty kilometres north west of Lhasa; and the 
Gelukpa, the last to be founded, of which we shall speal三 again The 
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governors of Nel were the protectors of the Gelukpa, while the 
Rinpung princes supported the Karma Kagyupa. The latter had tried 
in vain to establish a monasterγm Lhasa. The head of Rinpung 
launched several attacks ag缸nst出e governor of Nel and succeeded 
in seizing several districts He found an ally in a discontented dis 
trict administrator of由巳governor of Ne! and, when Rinpung troops 
had captured Lhasa and the territones of Ne! in 1498, this admin 
istrarnr was rewarded with a gr仕of land and su均ects, with由e title 
of gover且or of Kyicho, the name of the region up-river from Lhasa. 
His descendants expanded their territorγand became masters of the 
whole Lhasa region Switching their alliances, they also made them
selves the protectors of the Gelukpa, to whom it is time to tum our 
attentlon. 

The Gelukpa 

Far from the troubles of central Tibet, the founder of this school, 
Tsongkhap凯was born in Amdo in 1355. Dedicated to出e religious 
life from the age of thr ,e years, he received his initial traimng under 
a lama who had himself sojourned in the central provinces where, 
at the time, intellectual and religious life was concentrated. This is 
why, at出e age of SIXteen, Tsongkhapa decided to go there. Following 
common practice of the i.ime, he went from monasterγto monastery 
to receive teachmgs from the most highly renowned masters. Very 
quickly, his outstanding qualities in philosophical debates made him 
famous and he was invited to teach 町1d debate in various monas
teries of the 饥'10 central provinces. Also very quickly, disciples gath
ered around him, and with them he made frequent s句oums in Lhasa, 
meditating on Marpori or before the statue of the Jowo. 

Although he led an iti口erant life, responding to the invitations of 
local lords or distant monaste口es, Lhasa seems to be a缸ed point 
to which he always returned, sta·严刀g in retrea臼 in the vicinity, where 
he wrote most of his works. Perhaps this was because of the attrac
tion of the Jokhang, perhaps also because the governor of Nel was 
his most impor出nt protector. 

It is in one of these retreats, overhanging the future site of Sera 
Monastery a kilometre north of the town，由at, exhorted by a vision 
of the bodh山ttia Manjush口，he decided to establish 旺 the Jokhang 
the celebration of a Great Prayer (Mo'n/am ch,nmr,) for the good of 
beings 缸1d to hasten吐1e coming of the future Buddha Maitreya, 
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tising出1s Great Prayer in private, wherever he was; but the deci
s10n to cele』rate it in Lhasa is briefly attributed to a vision that he 
had. Without putting his mystic realizations in doubt, one can won
der if his intention was not directed by several reasons: The favourable 
circumstance that the powerful governor of Nel, master of Lhasa 
and of the Jokhang, was his protector> The ince四ant troubles and 
armed conflicts between cliff汪rent factio町， m central Tibet, which 
made a big ceremony particularly opportune to ask for peace? 
However that might be, the preparations and the celebration of the 
Great Prayer reveal the interdependence of politi臼 and religion, a 
characteristic of power in Tibet s皿ce the second diffusion of Buddhism. 

Another question concerns the choice of the sites where (even in 
the lifetime of Tsongkhapa) the three monasteries that were going 
to become the largest m Tibet were founded: Ganden, about forty 
kilometres east of Lhasa, a little be白。自由e Gyama Valley; and near 
Lhasa, Drepung to the west, Sera to the north The founding of 
白白e monasteries, so close to each other in time (1409, 1416 and 
1419) attests, if it were nece臼町γ，to the rapid success of Tsongkhapa’s 
preaching. We are told that at least a thousand monks accompanied 
him in his movemen臼 and it was at也e request of his disciples that 
the master, at the end of his life, agreed to found a monaste町，出IS
was Ganden, the founding of the other 1:\νo being the work of two 
of his disciples. The biographies of the founders report only prophe
cies and visions也at determined the choice of sites. It is mentioned 
that Tsongkhapa even inquired to know if the land at Ganden was 
empty and did not have an owηer. This seems diffic吐t to believe, 
knowing the land-ownership SJ stem in central Tibet, where the land 
always belonged, ultimately, to也e lord, lay or monastic. Moreover, 
all instances of monasteries being founded show that they were accom
plished in the直rst place through the granting of lands and subjects. 

Here again, it is probably necessarγto explain this “
四circlement”

。f Lhasa by Gelu均a monastenes, by the alliance of political power 
and religious prestige: 出e Tselpa had used the same procedure to 
take control of Lhasa and its region. Unlike the Tselpa however, the 
Gelukpa, over two centun町， did not hold poliucal power directly 
and their fate remained subject to出e good fortune and misfortunes 
of their protectors. So it is, as we have seen，出at the defeat of the 
governors of N el led to由e expulsion of the Gelukpa from Lhasa 
and出eir replacement by the Karma Kagyupa who，也r from abolishiog 
the Great Prayer founded by their rival, maintained its celebration 
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which will herald a new Golden Age. He informed the governor of 
Nel, who undertook restoration works on the Jokhang and began 
the preparations. For his p町L Tsongkhapa sent disciples to solicit 
donations, which flooded in, from the big monaste口es and lay lords 
throughout the central province. Cra仕smen were put to work clean
ing, repainting and regilding mural paintings and statues (which had 
apparently been left without maintenance), a job done so well that 
afterwards they appeared to be new. They sewed new garmen臼自or
the statues 仕om lengths of magni击cent brocade which had been 
donated and出ey totally renewed the decoration of the temple. In 
the且rst month of the year 1409, during也e celebrat工on commem 
orating the miracles of the Buddha, Tsongkhapa offered a diadem 
and jewelled ornaments to the two s回归白， theJowo and也e Mikyo 
Dorje, giving them the appeaxance they have kept to the present 
day. This transformation also provoked a theological con甘oversy on 
the part of Tsongkhapa’s adversanes, who claimed that trans岛口L
ing出e appearance of the statues, from a monkish to a princely one, 
would bring misfortune to the countrγ 

The ceremonies, accompamed by unimaginable 。而erings, were 
repeated for sixteen days runni旦g Each day, a different donor, lay 
or religious, covered the expenses, including those incurred for the 
feeding of tl1e tllousands of monks present Lay people also crowded 
in in great number, fervent and attentive to由e teachings, to the 
extent that not a quarrel or a drunke口 man was reported' This Great 
Prayer of _Lhasa was therea仕er celebrated each year�except for an 
interval of nineteen years, from 1498 to 1518, when the town had 
fallen into the hands of the Rinpungpa and the Karma Kag归pa
became ihe masters of the ceremonies by the school founded by 
Tsongkhapa, the Gelukpa (the “Virtuous”L and it attracted a greater 
and greater number of pilgrims. 

We have lingered somewhat, in desc口
ibing the magni且cence of this

且rst celebration of the Great Prayer of Lhasa because, while it shows 
出e amazing prestige出at Tsongkhapa e可oyed, it also poses ,; num
ber of questlons to which the sources do not respond The主rSt ques
tion focuses, of course, on the reasons that led白：s master to choose 
Lhasa to institute such a ceremony; after all，也e “capit:aV' was still 
Ne'udong, seat of the Phagrno Drupa, sovereigns of Tibet. Tsongkhapa 
had, moreover, stayed there at由e invitation of the sovereign who, 
upon being solicited, was also one of the donors for the Great Prayer. 
The Master’s biographies inform us of Tsongkhapa’s habit of prac-
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for nineteen years. This simple 也ct shows clearly that the s严nbo且c
power of the J okhang had not weakened. 

At the death of Tsongkhapa, one of his disciples was chosen to 
succeed him on the throne of Ganden, as head of the school. 
However except for this office of “holder of the tbrone" which, up 
to the pr田ent day, is the result of a choice一一the Gel咏:pa adopted 
the principle of succession by reincarnation，阳居民first used 缸丑ong
the Karma Kagyupa and which became generalized in Tibet over 
time. It is in this way that tbe reincarnation of an eminent dis口:ple
of Tsongkhapa, Gedun Drub (1391 1474),16 was recognized, in出e
person of Gedun Gya阻o (1475-1542). The latter studied and resided 
at Tashilunpo and at Drepung where he b出lt a residence which he 
named Ganden Phodrang （“palace of the paradise of joy"), which 
experienced an unforeseen fortune when the Fifth Dalai Lama chose 
it as the mu丑e of his government This fortune w阻址l出e more 
unpredictable at the time of山construction since, while出e Gelul甲a
were returned to Lhasa and regained control of the Great Prayer, 
they also knew some very dark days: attacked from everywhere, tbey 
lost a number of monasteries in central Tibet, monasteries出at passed 
into the hands of different branches of the Kag归:pa

The beginning of tbeir recoverγwas the work of Gedun Gyat凹
’s

reincarnation, Sonam Gyatso (1543一1588). Renowned as a scholar 
and preacher, he was also much sought after for his talents 出 a
mediator; he se口led the quaπd tbat had arisen in Lhasa itself between 
the supporters of the Gelukpa and those of the Kagyupa. It was he 
who instituted-after tbe Kyichu had burst i臼dykes and flooded 
Lh剖a in 1562 the custom of the Drepung monks reinforcing也e
dykes on the last day of the Great Prayer. His fame brought him 
an invitation from出e chief of a Mongol tribe, Altan Khan, with 
whom he established a relationship of religious master and patron, 
after the fashion of so many otber Tibetan hierarchs since出e 13th 
centurγ17 In the course of an imposing ceremony laid on by Altan 
Khan, the two eminent men gave each other honorarγtitles: Sonam 
Gyatso received出at of Dalai Lama-a mixture of Mongol\ and 
川叫叫

'.'. He was the foundec of the lacge monast町of T田hilunpo in Tsang 
" The Mongol prin四 promulgated an edict ordering his su同ec臼 to convert to 

Buddhism 。f the Gelck a Schoel, thus e血blishing出e五oundanons of 由,s school’s 
influence among由e Mongols. 
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became the designation best known in the West for this line of hier 
archs This title was applied retrospectively to his two predecessors 
and Sonam Gyatso thus became tbe Third Dalai Lama. At his death, 
也e connection witb the Mongols w皿remforced by the recognition 
of his reincarnation 皿 a child of tl1e entourage of Altan Khan (for 
Tibetans，也is w出 his grandson) who became tbe Fourth Dalai L田口a
From吐出time, Mongols flocked to Lhasa: pilgrims，剖well as monks 
coming for training in the three large Gelukpa monastic institutions. 
But tbe influence of甘r school also covered Tibet where numerous 
monasteries had been founded, from which many young monks also 
came to complete their studies Gradually, Lhasa took on the image 
of intellectual and spiri阳al capital. 

However, when the future Fifth Dalai Lama was born in 1617, 
the situation of the Gelukpa was dramatic A battle raged between 
the various leaders, in an imbroglio where it is difficult to tell how 
much was about power and how much w出 a』out support for one 
side or由e other in the quarrels between the Karma Kagγupa and 
the Gelukpa. The Tsang armies once ag缸n in飞，aded the central 
province and attacked Lhasa in 1618; even tbe monks of Drepung 
and Sera took up arms. Many monks and inhabita口ts of Lhasa were 
killed. Defeated, some of the monks fled to monasteries further north 
and the rest were kept isolated in their monaste口es by surrounding 
troops. 

It was出e inte凹ention of a Mongol army that brought about 
peace negotiations, which were concluded in 1621, and the depar
ture of the Tsang troops. This truce permitted由e announcement 
of the discoverγ－hidden until then of the Fifth Dalai Lama; how
ever, he could not be installed at Drepung until 1625. The Mongol 
support proved to be tbe determining factor in the且nal triumph of 
the Gelukpa school Emissaries of tbe Dalai Lama were sent to var
ious converted tribes to ask for armed assistance. The head of the 
Khoshut, Gushn Khan, responded to this call. He came to Lhasa 
in 1638, disguised as a pilgrim, and received teachings from the 
Dalar Lama. In a 臼remony before the Jowo, in 出e Jokhang, the 
D· lai Lama gave him tbe title of CMgyel，“K血g according to Buddhist 
Law” Finally, from 1640 to 1642, Gushri Khan attacked and defeated 
the allies of the Karma Kagyupa in eastern Tibet, then marched on 
Tsmg which w目 defeated, while出e Regent of the Dalai Lama “lib 
erated” the region of Lhasa. In a grand ceremorrγ，Gushri Khan 
handed the Tibetan hierarch power over all of Tibet, from that 
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moment, the government was m由e hands of the Dalai Lama, in 
this specific form which combined re且gious authority and political 
authority. It was also the自rst l:lme since the royal era that the prin
口ples of a real centralizing power were re-established and the Fifth 
Dalai Lama deliberately chose Lhasa码也e seat of his government, 
transferring his residence from Drepung Monastery to出e Potala 

Thus, up unl:ll the 17th centurγ， the impo口ance of Lhasa was not 
political, but religious: it was the heart of T,be飞the place of resi 
dence of the Protector p旷阴阳／／en叫 the Jowo. With the Fif:h Dalai 
Lama coming to power, the town effectively became the capital in 
the Western sense of the word Seat of government and adminis
!ration, it attracted noble E且在此ies, who built their residences吐1ere
But for tl咀 Tibetan people, it became doubly holy, since residing 
there as well, on his sacred mountain of the Potala, is the protec“ 

tor of Tibet, Avalokiteshvara, in the form of the Dalai Lama. 

CHAPTER THREE 

THE POT ALA, SYI\在BOL OF THE PO叭TER OF 
THE DALAI LAMAS 

Anne Chayet 

The prime evoca包ve image of Tibet is出at of its mount且ns. It is 
therefore not surprising that for Tibetans they have been the initial 
image of the creative自orce Moreover, the丑rst king of Tibet descended 
from the s忡on出e summit of one of出ese mountain「mountains
so numerous and so high由at they seem to』e p山ars of the sky. 
Mountains were indeed seen this way since they were in a cer阳.n
sense出e pare时s of the new sovereign. Countless and of va町ing
importance，出e mount缸ns of Tibet are not solely the a丑cestors of 
the royal dynasty, they are also united by subtle links of kinship and 
dependence that suggest a hierarchy of power. They also represent 
the harshness of a countrγwhere life seems to hang on their rages 
and their goc dwill. De迫ed 皿cestors and principles of existence，由ey
ar巳 the markers and beacons of a landscape as vast and stormy as 
由e primordial ocean of which it was born long ago. They have also 
become the boundarγmarkers of a world defined and organized 
according to the principles of Buddhism to which they have sub
mitted tl1emselves, without, however, losing their personality. Modest 
protector of a世丑age or a valley, deity revered in all the counl:lγ， 
or residence of its protective bodhisatba, they are the o均ec臼of wor
ship and the goal of p吕京images. The五rst royal palace crowned a 
rocky peak as if wanting to raise it up rugher, and later, the most 
widespread monuments of Buddhism, chorten, sometimes raised to the 
dimensions of a temple, were built as mountains, at the edge of a 
new ideal and a renewed landscape. 

The verγm叫tiplicity of these holy mountains makes the concep自

tion of a uniform and centralized power difficult: are the high白t of 
them not pre口sely at the margins of the country? There has to be 
one, at the heart of the sanctua叮， unquestionable and recognized 
by all. But there was none. It w坦白白 efore necessarγto make one 
rise up and it is to this nece臼ity that the religious tradition app且ed


